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NAVIG8R S10 SPORTS WATCH WITH GPS TRACKING, $159

Nike+ SportWatch GPS powered by TomTom, $199

Garmin Forerunner 110 GPS-Enabled Training, $279

With digital satellite time synchronisation
and integrated Google Map tracking
software, the rugged Navig8r is perfect
for maximising results.

TomTom-powered for enhanced GPS
accuracy, with shoe sensor, it tracks your
distance, time, calories burned and Nike
Fuel. Records up to 50 runs plus PB’s.

GPS accuracy is the key to better
training. Track your training with ease
without all the extra bells and whistles
and virtually no setup.

NAVIGATE WELL WITH the NEWEST
RANGE OF HANDY SPORTS DEVICES
from

A practical partner for
all your workouts
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expert ADVICE
Magellan eXplorist 610 GPS, $549
Rugged and waterproof
device combining high
sensitivity GPS reception
with easy to read mapping
and accurate navigation.

+

Timex ironman Run Trainer GPS with
Heart Rate monitor, $319

POLAR RC3 GPS WITH HEART RATE, $399

Designed for runners who want to stay
informed about their run, without having
to over plan or run repetitive loops.

This lightweight monitor with integrated
GPS and smart guidance is perfect for
runners and cyclists wanting to track
route, speed, distance and heart rate.
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matt spooner
personal trainer

Garmin fēnix GPS Navigator + ABC Adventure
watch, $449
For outdoor enthusiasts, it comes with
high-sensitivity GPS, altimeter, barometer,
3-axis compass and temperature sensor.

3.2MP camera records
geo-referenced images

NAVIGATE YOUR WAY
TO HEALTH

+

Compact, rugged and
portable, GPS technology
has become popular
among the super-fit
triathletes.
Different features allow
you to track your speed,
elevation, distance and
time. This information
is vital if you’re serious
about making gains in
your conditioning and
winning in competition.

+
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GARMIN fēnix GPS NAVIGATOR +
ABC ADVENTURE WATCH $449
A serious watch for
serious men of adventure.
Packed with the most
sensitive GPS system
and other features so you
can head off the beaten
track confidently.

GARMIN eTREX 10 HANDHELD GPS, $129

MAGELLAN EXPLORIST 110 GPS, $149

MAGELLAN EXPLORIST 610 GPS, $549

Into geocaching? No more manually
entering coordinates or paper print-outs.
Simply upload the geocaching file to your
device and start hunting for caches.

Ready to use right out of the box. No matter
whether you enjoy the outdoors, camping,
hiking, fishing or walking, the eXplorist 110
will get you there and back safely.

Rugged and waterproof device combining
high sensitivity GPS reception with easy
to read mapping and accurate navigation
for confidence in the great outdoors.
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